Forecasting human dynamics is a very interesting but challenging task with several prospective applications in robotics, health-care, among others. Researchers have recently developed methods for human pose forecasting; but unfortunately, they often introduce a number of simplification assumptions. For instance, previous work either focuses only on short-term or long-term predictions, while sacrificing one or the other. Furthermore, they use the activity labels as part of the training process, and require them to be available at testing time. These simplifications limit the usage of such pose forecasting models for real-world applications. To overcome these limitations, we propose a new action-agnostic method for short-and long-term human pose forecasting. Our triangular-prism recurrent neural network (TP-RNN) models the hierarchical and multi-scale characteristics of human dynamics. Our model captures the latent hierarchical structure in human pose sequences by encoding temporal dependencies with different time-scales. We run an extensive set of experiments on Human 3.6M and Penn Action datasets and show that our method outperforms baseline and stateof-the-art methods quantitatively and qualitatively. Code is available at https://github.com/eddyhkchiu/pose_ forecast_wacv/.
Introduction
Humans are able to predict how their surrounding environment may change and how other people move. This inclination and aptitude is crucial to make social life and interaction with others attainable [4] . As such, to create machines that can interact with humans seamlessly, it is very important to provide them with the ability of predicting short-and long-term future of human dynamics based on the immediate present and past. Recently, computer vision researchers attempted predicting human dynamics from images [11] , or through time in videos [8, 31, 37] . Human dynamics are usually defined as the temporal evolution of a set of structured body joints or poses [33] . Therefore, predicting human dynamics refers to predicting the course of changes in human poses [11, 18, 24, 36, 40, 43] . Detecting and predicting poses has been of interest in the computer vision community [27, 33, 43] . Some recent methods for forecasting human poses focus in the near future [11, 18, 24, 36, 40] . Martinez et al. [23] notes that although prior work has achieved advancements in pose forecasting, the methods often fail to generate realistic human poses in short-term predictions, and in many cases they do not outperform the zero-velocity predictor that repeats the very last seen pose as predictions for the future. Ghosh et al. [16] , with reference to [23] , attributes this finding to the side-effects of the common use of curriculum learning (such as in [11] ) for temporal forecasting. With this context, some prior work focuses on short-term forecasting of human poses [18, 23] , while some other exclusively aims at long-term predictions [8, 16, 36] . However, most prior methods achieve reasonable performance by incorporating action labels as extra data annotation in their models. That is, they either train pose forecasters on each action class separately [15, 18] or incorporate the action labels as an input to the model. They conclude that the use of action labels improves the results [23] . We observe that although it may be possible to acquire action labels for training samples, the assumption that action labels are available for testing videos is unrealistic and makes these models unusable for real-world applications, as action labels are not available during testing [1] . Unlike such prior work, our method learns a pose forecaster without explicit use of the action class. We propose an action-agnostic model for pose forecasting by implicitly encoding the shortand long-term dependencies within actions.
In this paper, we propose a new recurrent neural network (RNN) model for forecasting human poses in both shortand long-term settings. To model human dynamics and to capture the latent hierarchical structure in the temporal pose sequences, we encode the temporal dependencies of different time-scales in a hierarchical interconnected sequence of RNN cells. Our proposed Triangular-Prism Recurrent Neural Network (TP-RNN) contains a new multi-phase hierarchical multi-scale RNN architecture tailored for modeling human dynamics in visual scenes. Unlike the original hierarchical multi-scale RNNs (HM-RNN) for representation of natural language sequences [12] , our architecture uses a redefined hierarchy and multi-scale interconnections to accommodate human dynamics. We note that sequences of human poses through time involve hierarchical and multiscale structures, as movements of different body-parts (and joints) depend on each other. Furthermore, each of these parts (and joints) have distinct motion patterns and hence different temporal scales for particular activities. Taking 'walking' as an example, arms and legs move in a shorter temporal scale, or more frequently, compared to the torso, which is in a longer temporal scale (see Fig. 1 ). Learning the hierarchical multi-scale dynamics of changes in human poses enables TP-RNN to construct an implicit encoding of short-and long-term dependencies within action classes, and hence be able to predict future sequences without the demand for the supervising signal from action labels.
Our model takes body joint velocities as inputs. These velocities are calculated as differences between the current and the immediate previous poses. Our model produces output predictions in the same space of velocities. As opposed to prior work [15, 18, 40] that focuses on predicting sequences of poses in the form of either joint angles [15] or joint locations [18] , we argue that forecasting in the velocity space boosts prediction power since human poses change slightly in narrow time-steps. Note that in [23] residual connections are applied on top of RNN, and the model produces residuals as outputs, with poses as input. However, our method uses velocities as both inputs and outputs and shows significantly improved forecasting results.
To evaluate our method, we run an extensive set of experiments on Human 3.6M [17] and Penn Action [46] datasets, and compare the results with several baseline and state-ofthe-art algorithms on these datasets. The comparison shows that our method outperforms others in terms of the mean angle error (MAE) on Human 3.6M and the Percentage of Correct Keypoint (PCK) score on Penn Action. Our actionagnostic method leads to superior results in cases of both short-and long-term predictions (some are visualized in Fig.  1 ) even in comparison to the methods designed specifically for short-or long-term predictions or methods that use action labels as inputs to their models.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are three-fold: (1) we propose an action-agnostic model that trains the pose forecaster without explicit use of action classes; (2) we propose a new model, TP-RNN for forecasting human dynamics, which implicitly encodes the action classes and does not require external action labels during training; (3) we show that operating in the velocity space, by using pose velocities as both inputs and outputs of the network, improves the results.
Related Work
In this Section, we review the relevant literature on human motion, activity, and pose forecasting, along with prior work on hierarchical and multi-scale RNNs (and Long Short-Term Memory cells, i.e., LSTMs). Predicting Motion and Human Dynamics: The majority of the recent work on motion representation has mainly focused on anticipating the future at the pixel level. For instance, generative adversarial networks (GANs) were used to generate video pixels [25, 37] , and RNNs for anticipating future video frames [22] . To predict dense trajectories, Walker et al. [39] used a CNN, and others have used random forests [28] or variational auto-encoders [38] . Other work targeted predicting the future in forms of semantic labels [20, 21, 38] or activity labels [2, 6, 34, 40] . Human dynamics, however, could be better characterized by 2D [10, 29, 30] or 3D [3, 26, 35, 45] poses, and several works attempted to detect these poses from images or videos [32, 35, 45] . Modeling human motions is commonly defined in two different ways: probabilistic and state transition models, such as Bayesian and Gaussian processes [42] or hidden Markov models [44] , and deep learning methods [16, 18, 23] , in particular RNNs and LSTMs. For instance, Jain et al. [18] proposed a structural RNN to cast an arbitrary spatio-temporal graph as a RNN and use it for modeling human pose in temporal video sequences. In this work, we propose a new multi-phase hierarchical multi-scale RNN for modeling human dynamics to forecast poses. Human Pose Forecasting: Forecasting human poses in images and video sequences is relatively new compared to predicting image or video pixels. Although it can be a very useful task with great applications, such as predictive surveillance and patient monitoring, just recently researchers have paid more attention to it [8, 11, 18, 23, 24, 36, 40] .
Specifically, Chao et al. [11] proposed a 3D Pose Forecasting Network (3D-PFNet) for forecasting human dynamics from static images. Their method integrates recent advances on single-image human pose estimation and sequence prediction. In another work, [24] introduced a method to predict 3D positions of the poses, given their 2D locations. Barsoum et al. [8] proposed a sequence-to-sequence model for the task of probabilistic pose prediction, trained with an improved Wasserstein GAN [5] . Walker et al. [40] proposed a method based on variational autoencoders and GANs to predict possible future human movements (i.e., poses) and then predict future frames. Fragkiadaki et al. [15] proposed two architectures for the task of pose prediction, one denoted by LSTM-3LR (3 layers of LSTM cells) and the second one as ERD (Encoder-Recurrent-Decoder). These two models are based on a sequence of LSTM units. Martinez et al. [23] used a variation of RNNs to model human motion with the goal of learning time-dependent representations for human motion prediction synthesis in a short-term. Three key modifications to recent RNN models were introduced, in the architecture, loss function, and the training procedures. Bütepage et al. [9] proposed an encoding-decoding network that learns to predict future 3D poses from the immediate past poses, and classify the pose sequences into action classes. These two methods incorporate a high-level supervision in the form of action labels, which itself improves the performance. However, in many real world applications of human motion analysis there are no motion or activity labels available during inference time. Hierarchical Multi-Scale RNNs: Our proposed architecture is inspired by the hierarchical multi-scale recurrent neural networks (HM-RNN) introduced in [12] . HM-RNN builds on multi-scale RNNs [19] that model high-level abstraction changes slowly with temporal coherency while low-level abstraction has quickly changing features sensitive to the precise local timing [14] . This architecture is able to learn the latent representation of natural language sequences in different hierarchies (e.g., words, phrases, and sentences) to build character-level language models for predicting future sequences [7, 14] . We observe that multi-scale temporal information at different hierarchical levels can be beneficial in modeling human dynamics. However, it is difficult to adopt this approach directly because we do not have clear-cut temporal boundaries as in natural language data.
Triangular-Prism RNN (TP-RNN)
As discussed earlier, sequences of human poses can be subsumed under hierarchical and multi-scale structures, since movements of different body parts hinge on movements of other parts. Also, each part often has distinct motion patterns and hence different temporal scales when performing particular activities. Therefore, in contrast to the classical single-layer LSTM or RNN architectures (such as in [18] ) or stacked LSTMs (e.g., in [13, 41] ), we introduce multi-phase hierarchical multi-scale upper layers of LSTM sequences to better learn the longer-term temporal relationships between different time-steps in a series of different granularities.
The inputs and outputs of the model, as mentioned earlier, are velocities. Let the pose in time t be identified by P t , then the velocity in time t can be defined as V t = P t − P t−1 . Therefore, for any given granularity coefficient K and the number of levels M , we define a multi-phase hierarchical multi-scale RNN with scale K and M levels. On the first level, we have a regular LSTM sequence taking the velocity information at each time-step as inputs. Then, on the second level, we define K different sequences of LSTM units, with each sequence only taking the inputs from the LSTM units on the first level at time-steps that are congruent modulo K. For example, if K = 2, then we have two LSTM sequences at level 2, with the first one taking inputs from t = {1, 3, 5, . . . } and the second one from t = {2, 4, 6, . . .} (see Fig. 2 for illustrations). Note that these LSTMs in the same level of the hierarchy share weights and this shifting scheme is actually used as a data augmentation strategy to learn longer-term dependencies in a more reliable way. Similarly, if we define a third level in the hierarchy, for each of the K LSTM sequences on the second level, we will have K different LSTM sequences each taking congruentmodulo-K inputs from it, resulting in a total of K 2 LSTM sequences in the third level. This process of spawning new higher-level LSTM sequences over the hierarchy continues for M − 1 levels, which will have K M −1 LSTM sequences in the M th level. Therefore, logically, we have a total of
LSTM sequences in the whole architecture, while only M different ones are kept physically. Note, the LSTM sequences in each level share weights. For the sampling stage, we introduce a two-layer fully-connected network to generate the velocity predictions given the velocity at the current time-step and the corresponding hidden units across all hierarchies. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of our architecture for K = M = 2.
Our hierarchical model is inspired by HM-RNN [12] , however, as discussed earlier, we cannot directly apply HM-RNN to our task, due to the differences between human dynamics and natural language sequences. TP-RNN models short-term dependencies in lower levels of the hierarchy and long-term temporal dependencies in higher levels, and hence can capture the latent hierarchical structure in different time-scales. Different from HM-RNN and unlike language models, since human dynamics do not have natural boundaries in the sequences, TP-RNN uses the outputs of all hierarchy levels to represent the sequence and predict the next element in the sequence. Moreover, instead of having only one RNN layer in each level of the hierarchies, as we move up in the hierarchy, TP-RNN decreases the resolution by one unit but has multiple RNN layers in the higher levels, to capture the temporal dynamics from different phases of its lower hierarchy level. All RNN layers in each single hierarchy level share parameters; although this scheme does not increase model parameters, shifting phases from each lower level to create their immediate higher level RNNs helps in augmenting the data and learning better models at each level. Therefore, as we go up in the hierarchy, more parallel RNN layers are incorporated, and hence we chose the name triangular-prism RNN (see Fig. 2 ). This architecture design provides the following advantages over HM-RNN for modeling human dynamics: (1) the lowest layer RNN can learn the finest grained scale motion dynamics without the interference from the higher levels, and higher levels capture different characteristics of the dynamics each at a certain scale; (2) during the prediction of each time-step, we have the most up-to-date RNN outputs from different hierarchies, each of which carries temporal motion information with different scales. On the contrary, HM-RNN does not provide the most up-to-date larger scale temporal information when the current prediction time-step is not right after a boundary.
Experiments
We evaluate our method on two challenging datasets. The results are analyzed and compared with baseline and stateof-the-art techniques, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
In our architecture, we use LSTMs with hidden size 1024 as the RNN cells (the orange and the green blocks in Fig.  2 ). For the final pose velocity generation networks (the red blocks in Fig. 2 ), we use 2 fully-connected layers with hidden sizes 256 and 128, followed by a Leaky-ReLU nonlinearity layer. The training setup is similar to [23] . The optimization uses mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with batch size 16, clipping the gradients up to 2 -norm value of 5. The learning rate is initialized to 0.01 and decayed along the training iterations. We train for 100,000 iterations and record the performance coverage in the end.
Datasets
To test the performance of our model for human pose forecasting, we run extensive experiments using Human 3.6M [17] and Penn Action [46] datasets. Human 3.6M dataset: The Human 3.6M dataset [17] is one of the largest publicly available datasets of human motion capture data. This dataset contains video sequences of a total of 15 different human activity categories, each performed by seven actors in two different trials. The videos were recorded at 50Hz (i.e., 20ms between each two consecutive pose frames). Following previous work [18, 23] , in our experiments, we downsample the pose sequence by 2. In the dataset, each pose is represented as exponential map representations of 32 human joints in the 3D space, and during evaluation, we employ the measurement of the Euclidean distance between the ground-truth pose and our predicted pose in the angle space as the error metric. Consistent with the previous work, we also use Subject 5 as the test data and Subjects 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 as training. Similar to [18, 23] , we train our models using the past 50 frames (2000ms) as the input sequence, and forecast the future 25 frames (1000ms). The training loss is calculated by the mean angle error (MAE) from each of the predicted future frames. Penn Action dataset: The second dataset we experiment on is the Penn Action dataset [46] , which contains 2326 video sequences of 15 different actions and human joint annotations for each sequence. Each human pose is represented by 13 human joint coordinates in the 2D space. Following the same data split of [11, 46] , 1258 video sequences are used for training and the remaining 1068 video sequences are used for testing. For this dataset, the previous state-of-the-art, 3D-PFNet [11] , takes the first frame image as input, and outputs the poses extracted from that frame and the future 15 frames, resulting in total of 16 frame poses. The model performance is evaluated using PCK@0.05 [11] . For the experiments on this dataset, we use a single pose in a past frame (ignoring the frame image) as the input, and the outputs are the predictions of poses of the future 16 frames. Although the input format of [11] is slightly different from ours, it is still a fair comparison of pose forecasting capabilities.
Results
Baseline Methods: We use the following recent research to compare with: ERD [15] , LSTM-3LR [15] , SRNN [18] , Dropout-AutoEncoder [16] , 3D-PFNet [11] , and Residual [23] . Similar to [23] , we include the zero-velocity model as a naïve baseline for comparison. We also include our implementations of different LSTM-based models as part of the comparison (i.e., conducting ablation tests).
First set of our experiments compares the single layer LSTM model with pose as the input (denoted by Single Layer (Pose)) and the same model but with velocity as the input (Single Layer (Vel.)), to demonstrate that conducting the experiments in the velocity space and feeding it into LSTM sequences can better capture the human motion dynamics. As mentioned earlier, when both inputs and outputs are all velocities with similar small numerical scales, it is easier for the model to be trained. In the second set of experiments, we build multiple 2-Layer LSTM models with different architectures using velocity as the input, including the most basic one that simply stacks 2 layers of LSTMs (Stacked 2-Layer (Vel.)), commonly called multi-layer LSTM [13, 41] . On top of the basic model, we build further extensions with hierarchical and multi-scale structures: two independent LSTMs (Double-scale (Vel.)), which, unlike the regular multi-layer LSTM, its higher level one does not use the output from the lower level as the input. Instead, the higher level LSTM input is the larger scale of velocity, i.e., the velocity calculated by the pose sequence only at the odd time-steps, or only at the even time-steps. The next model (Double-scale (Hier., Vel.)) is similar to HM-RNN [12] , but with slight modification of setting the higher level LSTM scale to a constant number 2, due to the fact that there is no natural boundary in human motion sequences. Another model (Double-scale (Phase, Vel.)) has multiple phases in the higher level LSTMs, capturing larger scale velocity information, rather than using the lower level LSTM outputs. Finally, we implement our proposed model (TP-RNN) with double scale setting. Note, to showcase the superiority of the proposed technique we report the results for K = M = 2 in TP-RNN, which demonstrates that without the need to increase the network parameters, our network already outperforms all other methods. However, we also conduct an experiment for analyzing the effect of the number of levels in TP-RNN, and show models with more hierarchies can lead to even better results. Comparison on Human 3.6M dataset: Previous literature published their performance numbers on either short-term (up to 400ms) [23] or long-term (up to 1000ms) [18] predictions. Besides, some of them only report the prediction on a small set of actions (i.e., 'walking', 'eating', 'smoking', and 'discussion') [15, 18] , while others report the results for all 15 actions [23] in the Human 3.6M dataset [17] . To compare with all the above different settings, for each of our architectures, we train a single action-agnostic model using sequence data from all of the 15 actions, without any supervision from the ground-truth action labels. We use the loss over each forecasted frame up to 1000ms (25 frames). We follow the settings of [18, 23] for the length of the input seed observed pose, which is 2000ms or 50 frames. Table 1 shows the MAE for 'walking', 'eating', 'smoking', and 'discussion' for short-term predictions. Our model (TP-RNN) outperforms all the baseline results, including the current state-of-the-art, Residual model [23] , in short-term forecasting. In the Residual model [23] , pose information is used to predict the velocity of the next frame. Note that the numerical scale of velocity is much smaller compared to the pose. On the contrary, in our proposed model, velocity information of the past is fed into the models to predict the next velocity. Therefore, the scales of inputs and outputs are the same, which potentially puts the neural network in an easier path to train. For actions with large movements, like 'Walking' and 'Eating', our model outperforms the baselines and the state-of-the-art by a large margin. However, similar to the prior work, our method has hard time to forecast 'difficult-to-predict' actions like 'Smoking' and 'Discussion'. Although, our results in those activities are also superior to all other methods, they are close to the zero-velocity baseline. Our proposed TP-RNN is setting a new state-of-the-art for pose forecasting on this dataset without the need of action labels at test time. Furthermore, it conducts both short-and long-term predictions simultaneously without sacrificing the accuracy of either end. Table 2 shows the MAE for the same set of the four actions in the long-term prediction task. The state-of-the-art model, Residual [23] , does not report the long-term prediction performance results, therefore we use its open-source implementation code to collect the results for long-term predictions. Note that when changing the training loss from short-term predictions to long-term predictions, this model sacrifices the prediction accuracy in the short-term timerange (less than 400ms) in order to gain the extra long-term (400ms to 1000ms) prediction ability.
The long-term prediction of the Residual model [23] still outperforms other prior works in most of the cases. Another strong previous work in long-term forecasting is the Dropout-AutoEncoder model [16] , which generates the best 1000ms Table 1 : MAE for four action classes in the short-term forecasting experiment (prior-work results from [23] ). In each column, the best obtained results are typeset in boldface and the second best are underlined. AA: Action-Agnostic, N/A: Not Applicable. prediction for the 'Discussion' action among all other models. Similar to short-term predictions, our proposed velocitybased model outperforms all the baseline and state-of-theart methods, except for the Dropout-AutoEncoder model in 1000ms prediction with respect to only the 'Discussion' action. Note that our model conducts an action-agnostic forecasting and does not sacrifice the short-term or long-term predictions. Our results in comparison with other methods that are either trained for each action separately [15, 18] or only target short-or long-term predictions [16, 23] show better overall performance. As our models are trained using all 15 actions in Human 3.6M [17] , without any extra supervision from the action labels, we further evaluate the proposed method by reporting the average MAE for all time-points across all 15 action categories. In Tables 3 and 4 , we compare our results with the current state-of-the-art model [23] , which is the only previous research experimented on all 15 action classes. Table 3 shows the long-term forecasting results of the remaining 11 action categories, not included in Table 2 . As can be seen, our proposed TP-RNN model performs better than [23] in most of the action categories. Table 4 summarizes the short-term and long-term results from the current state-of-the-art model [23] (from the paper and the code, both when including action labels as inputs to the model or not), and the results from our proposed velocity-based models by showing the average MAE for all time-points across all 15 action categories. Our models outperform the Residual model, in both short-term and Table 4 .
In summary, Table 4 shows that the previous state-ofthe-art (i.e., Residual [23] ) needs to compromise between short-and long-term forecasting accuracy. However, TP-RNN model performs better, especially for the long-term forecasting (1000ms in future) without sacrificing the shortterm accuracy. In terms of numbers, our long-term forecasting improvement is 1.83−1.71 1.83 ∝ 6.56%, which is not negligible. Besides, Table 2 shows that for certain action categories with hierarchical multi-scale motions (e.g., 'Walking'), long-term forecasting improvement is even more significant: 0.96−0.77 0.96 ∝ 19.79%. To further test the significance of the improvements, we conduct a one-tailed paired t-test between our average results and those of [23] . The p-value of the test equals 0.0002, which by all conventional criteria the difference between the two sets of results is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
Deeper Hierarchical Structure of TP-RNN: In the previous subsections, we showed that even with the most basic architectural settings of M = 2 and K = 2, TP-RNN already outperforms the state-of-the-art. In this section, we further experiment and analyze the effect of increasing the number of levels M . Fig. 3(b) shows the average MAE of the long-term forecasting (1000ms) results from TP-RNN with different numbers of levels: M ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}. In general, increasing the number of levels of TP-RNN improves the longterm forecasting accuracy, which is in accordance with our hypothesis that higher hierarchical levels are able to better capture long-term human motion dynamics and thus improve the long-term forecasting accuracy. In addition, Fig 3(a) shows similar results for short-term forecasting (400ms), which also indicates that the performance improves slightly when increasing the number of levels. However, when we increase the number of TP-RNN levels to 4 for short-term or 5 for long-term, we see a decline in the performance. The reason is that the LSTM cell(s) at the 5 th level only update once at every 2 5−1 = 16 time-step, which is too long, given that we only predict the future 25 frames with very few updates for M = 5. Besides, with deeper hierarchical structures, TP-RNN has more trainable parameters and therefore is prone to overfitting (requires more data). Qualitative Evaluations and Visualization: Fig. 4 shows the visualization of pose sequences for our method, in comparisons with the Residual method [23] , for the sequences for the actions 'Walking' and 'Smoking'. As it can be seen in the figure, our predictions (the middle row) are visually closer to the ground-truth (last row) compared to the state-of-the-art Residual method [23] . This also supports the quantitative results shown in Table 2 , as our method steadily outperforms [23] for the 'walking' activity: TP-RNN's MAE was 0.25 at 80ms while [23] led to an MAE of 0.32, similarly, ours was 0.75 and 0.77 in 560ms and 1000ms while [23] obtained 0.86 and 0.96, respectively. A similar conclusion can be made for predictions of the 'smoking' activity. Although, this activity has slight amounts of movement, still our method can cap- ture better dynamics, if we look at the results closely. For instance, using our method, the distance of the subject's hand from the torso and face are better predicted in long-term and leg movements are more precisely forecasted, especially in shorter-term predictions. More visualizations of the forecasted poses by TP-RNN were visualized in Fig. 1 , in which one can simply observe how the patterns of poses change through time, in comparison with the ground-truth. Comparison on Penn Action Dataset: We trained TP-RNN on Penn Action dataset [46] and here we compare its results with the previous state-of-the-art on this dataset, 3D-PFNet [11] . The input to our velocity-based TP-RNN is the pose in a single frame, and we set the initial velocity to 0 (denoted by TP-RNN w/o init vel.), in order to have a fair comparison with [11] . The model performance is evaluated using PCK@0.05 as in [11] . PCK calculates the percentage of joint locations correctly predicted by the model. With the threshold 0.05, a joint location is counted as correctly predicted if the normalized distance between its predicted and ground-truth locations is less than 0.05. The results are shown in Table 5 . Our model performs significantly better than 3D-PFNet [11] (a p-value of 0.0419 < 0.05 significance threshold), with the results shown in Table 5 . For further comparison, we used the open-sourced code of [23] with the necessary modifications (the same setting as our TP-RNN), and experimented on the Penn Action dataset. Additionally, we further experiment by including the initial velocity in the input, to demonstrate that the importance of the velocity information. The additional initial velocity is estimated using the difference between the current pose and the previous pose, our TP-RNN model generates even better forecasting results, as shown in the last row in Table 5 .
Conclusion
In this paper, inspired by the success of hierarchical multiscale RNN (HM-RNN) frameworks in the natural language processing applications, we proposed a new model to encode different hierarchies in human dynamics at different timescales. Our model trains a set of RNNs (as LSTM sequences) at each hierarchy with different time-scales. Within each level of the hierarchy, RNNs share their learnable weights, since they are all learning a same concept in a same timescale but with different phases, i.e., different starting points of the sequence. This dramatically decreases the number of parameters to be learned in the model, while involving as much data as possible to train the higher level RNNs. As a result, the lowest layer can learn the finest grained scale motion dynamics, and higher levels capture different characteristics of the dynamics each at a certain time-scale. Furthermore, we set up a more rigorous but realistic experimental settings by conducting an action-agnostic forecasting and predicting both short-and long-term sequences simultaneously. In this in contrast to the prior work, which often limited their settings. Despite these strict settings, our results on the Human 3.6M dataset and the Penn Action dataset show superior performance for TP-RNN to the baseline and state-of-theart methods, in terms of both quantitative evaluations and qualitative visualizations.
